
Fitri Alhidayah 
Freelancer 
I am a native Sundanese speaker, I was born in Ciamis and have used Sundanese for more than 30 years in
my daily life. I have also worked as a Sundanese transcriber at Processor.ai. 

fitrialhidayah280888@gmail.com +6285314404226 

Cilacap, Indonesia id.linkedin.com/in/fitri-alhidayah 

instagram.com/Fitrisayutiehidayah 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Chemistry Teacher 
Cikanyere High School 
07/2013 - 06/2021,  Ciamis, Indonesia 

Created a learning program 

Carried out teaching and learning activities in the classroom 

Developed assessment tools and assess learning outcomes 

School Treasurer 
Cikanyere High School 
07/2013 - 06/2020,  (Remote) 

Managed the sources of funds and expenditures 

Made monthly and annual budget planning 

Made monthly and annual financial reports 

Provided salaries to teachers and staff 

LANGUANGES 
Indonesian (Passive and Active) 

Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

English (Passive) 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Arabic (Passive) 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Sundanese (Passive and Active) 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Javanese (Passive and Active) 
Full Professional Proficiency 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Nutrition 
Gadjah Mada University 
07/2007 - 08/2011,  GPA 3.42 

SKILLS 

Microsoft Excel Microsoft Office Detail Oriented 

Calculating Ability to Work in a Team 

Ability to Multitask 

FREELANCE EXPERIENCE 
Ads Quality Rater at Welocalize (02/2023 - Present) 
Reviewing online advertisements in order to improve their content,
quality and layout 

Sundanese Transcriber at Processor.ai
 (11/2023 - 12/2023) 
Convert audio to text, ensure the quality of transcripts, maintain
inconsistencies and maintain the confidentiality of transcripts 

Personalized Internet Ads Assessor at Telus
International (08/2023 - 07/2023) 
Reviewing advertisements found in search engine results, providing
feedback and analysis of ads and ranking them on their relevance to the
search terms used 

Social Media Evaluator at Telus International
 (12/2021 - 01/2023) 
Rate the relevancy and accuracy of ads pertaining to social media 

Transcriber (Loft.2) at Multiple Network Solution
 (09/2021 - 05/2022) 
converting speech from an audio or video recording into text 

Online Tutor at Brainly (09/2020 - 02/2022) 
help Indonesian students improve their learning abilities by answering
student questions in accordance with the education curriculum of the
Indonesian Government. 

Annotator at Data Nomed (08/2021 - 12/2021) 
Segmenting various objects and labeling them based on the provided
categories. 

Annotator at Altair TS (03/2021 - 08/2021) 
converting text from images, photos, and other pictures into real text. 

Translator (07/2018 - 06/2019) 
Translating the thesis of a lecturer or student from Indonesian to English
or vice versa. 

INTERESTS 

Education Computer Social Media 

Artificial Intelligence Translation Remote work 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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